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energy and manpower needed to establish a

out to destroy the Church in the Czech
Republic not by forbidding it (which, as we see in China, usually causes it to flourish) but by discrediting it. The result is an
indifference toward religion which has emptied the mighty
cathedrals of the Czech Republic, except for tourists and musicians enjoying the beautiful buildings.

new Christian communion in Europe, we have decided for
now to pursue our European ministry in a different , more
streamlined way. We will continue the kind of evangelism we
have been practicing all along, the one-on-one kind, making
friends and hopefully influencing people by our example.
Rather than the large-scale operation we had originally envi-
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sioned, we are seeing a much more intimate and low-key kind

Obviously we are not the first people to notice a spiritual gap in

of sharing of the Gospel. We will work in the Czech Republic

the Czech Republic. In our book Three Things You Can’t Do in

alongside Czechs while running the Institute’s publishing

Prague, the fictional Knut and Gudrun Peterson meet Olaf, a

house, offering English lessons and bringing Czechs to the US

Lutheran pastor and missionary in Ruzyne Airport. Their clos-

in Travel-and-Learn programs, as we have been since 1990.

est friend is Markus, a German missionary serving as pastor at
Betlemska Kaple, the Czech Evangelical Brethren church in
Knut and Gudrun’s neighborhood of Zizkov. During my visits
to the Czech Republic in 2006, I’ve met missionaries from
many Christian denominations, coming from New Zealand,
Canada, Norway, and Great Britain. Much hard work has been
done already to revitalize the Christian church.

As Sara’s brother John noted after reading Three Things You
Can’t Do in Prague, “God will surely use you, but He will not
confine Himself to any plans you have made.” We see the wisdom of these words. Our new plan, strangely enough, is really
our old plan again: helping people lead productive, meaningful lives. Please pray with us as we make practical decisions
about establishing our new life in the Czech Republic.

